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a b s t r a c t

To steer the socio-political process of water management towards a desired institutional

change, scholars have adopted distinctive approaches focusing either on deliberate ‘de-

signing’ of institutions or by emphasizing on the ability of agents to craft institutions.

Applying ecological institutionalism as an overarching framework, the paper takes a

complementary perspective of designing and crafting by heuristically examining the agents

and their negotiation of power as linked with the institutions through an ethnographic

method of long-time observation. By focusing on agents in their everyday practice of water

management, the paper identifies five different types of agents – goal-oriented agents,

agents maintaining positions, opportunistic, reactive, and supportive agents. These agents

integrate institutions through historic specificity and rationality to enter the decision-

making arena, and use their logic of action to display their power to bring about institutional

change. They play a crucial role that underpins effective trajectories of policy development

and implementation. Applying new institutionalism offers insights into three significant

areas of water management – significant role of institutions, ability of agents to integrate

multilayered institutions, and diverse forms of power displayed in the arenas. These three

elements help us to better comprehend the complementary between designing and crafting

of institutions to facilitate desired change.
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1. Introduction

In striving to steer the socio-political process of water

management towards a desired institutional change, scholars

have adopted distinctive approaches focusing either on

deliberate ‘designing’ of institutions or by emphasizing on

the ability of agents to craft institutions to manage water. The

former applies normative criteria for ‘designing’, while the

latter emphasises the ability of agents to craft institutions. To
* Tel.: +49 228 734918; fax: +49 228 731972.
E-mail address: s.saravanan@uni-bonn.de.
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move beyond this polarized debate, Allan (2012) emphasis on

active reflection on its implementation. In addition, several

researchers call for more sensitivity and context specific

approaches (Butterworth et al., 2010; Allan, 2012; Beveridge

and Monses, 2012) to implement water management. Mukh-

tarov and Gerlak (2013) argue that the debate has been locked

over the ‘implementability’ of a prescriptive concept. To go

beyond this stalemate, they propose to examine two addi-

tional epistemic forms of water management – the discursive

and practical. The lenses behind the use of these epistemic
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2 Though Giddens might not think he represents new institu-
tionalism, his writing have inspired several scholars of organiza-
tional institutionalism.
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forms are linked to the instrumentality, appropriateness and

concreteness (Mukhtarov and Gerlak, 2013). The interconnec-

tion among these forms is a crucial link between prescriptive

policy development, its discursive and practical implementa-

tion. Examining these missing links is important for improving

the effectiveness of the global water governance (Pahl-Wostl

et al., 2013). Taking an institutional perspective, the paper

adopts an ethnographic approach to examine the everyday

practice of water management by focusing on agents and their

negotiations of diverse power

To address this, the following section maps stalemate

involved in the new institutional literatures, and potential of

applying ecological institutionalism as an overarching frame-

work to embrace designing and crafting. The third section lays

out the ethnographic methods to study over a long-time

period in the case studies. The fourth section examines the

diverse strategies adopted by agents, who draw on actors and

rules to negotiate water management. It teases out the

different types of rules that facilitate the negotiation process.

The fifth section draws on the actors and rules facilitating the

practical and discursive consciousness of agents to integrate

diverse institutions. The sixth section highlights the contri-

bution of this analysis to three significant areas of water

management.

2. Designing or crafting: contextualizing
everyday water management

The prevailing uncertainties in the social and ecological

environment demand adaptive management of resources,

which has generated a growing interest in understanding the

role of agents in institutional change. This bottom-up

perspective helps to understand the institutions facilitating

the emergence of agents, who question the prescriptive logic

by forming relations and scaling networks using discursive

and practical consciousness for a desired institutional change.

Institutional designing perspectives are rooted in econom-

ics and political science as rational choice institutionalism and

historical institutionalism, respectively. These perspectives

have been at the centre of international and national policy

agendas, given their ability to prescribe institutional change.

The designing perspective argues for regulating the instru-

mental behaviour of actors who are rational and path

dependent (Hall and Taylor, 1996; Campbell, 1997; Ostrom,

1998,1 Stoker, 2004). By focusing their research on both macro

and micro levels of changes, they attempt to design institu-

tions at a macro scale. Retaining their normative perspective

of ‘rational interest’ and ‘path-dependent’, they attempt to

design institutions exogenously, through logic of instrumen-

tality – by oversimplifying the complex endogenous factors

involved in the socio-political process. Of both, the rational

choice institutionalism interchangeably uses actors and

agents. It recognizes actors as autonomous decision-making

entities (Pahl-Wostl, 2002; Janssen and Ostrom, 2006) who, per

Habermas, can structure life worlds communicatively through

mutual agreements. They interchangeably use actors/agents
1 Actors for this institutionalism are ‘‘any individual or group
functioning as a unit’’ (Ostrom, 1998: 70).
to recognize them as single or collective entities, human or

non-human (Pahl-Wostl, 2002), who act rationally under

various constraints. Saleth and Dinar (2004) examined about

120 agents worldwide to reveal the subjective role of agents

towards institutional change in the water sector. Drawing

from institutional economic theories, their assessment fo-

cused on macro and formal segments of water sector and

identified the role of exogenous and endogenous factors

influencing change. In a similar way, Huitema and Meijerink

(2010) reveal diverse ability of agents to build coalition,

manipulate decision-making forums and frame crucial issues

facing water policy change. Their focus was on the ex-post

evaluation of water programmes and a linear perspective for

change at macro level ‘‘before windows of opportunity opens’’

(Huitema et al., 2011: 717). While the institutional designers

recognize existence of agents as individuals it remains unclear

how they emerge or exist in a social sphere and, in specific

they missed out the role of institutions in facilitating and

constraining these agents.

The institutional crafters from the organizational institu-

tionalism (Powell and DiMaggio, 1991) emphasize the capabil-

ity of agents to ‘craft’ institutions (Cleaver, 2002), the logic of

appropriateness (Campbell, 1997). Through micro-level stud-

ies, they highlight the capability of agents to be ‘‘do-it-yourself

bricoleurs’’ (Cleaver, 2002). Compared to designers, crafters

explain the process of change as a non-linear, messy, and

unpredictable process, without stating how this process will

help in achieving the intended consequences of sustainable

development. They use heuristic means to explain the missing

link between policy prescription and its implementation.

Giddens2 (1984: 7) models agents as knowledgeable entities

who reflexively monitor, can rationalize, and are motivated to

a particular action. Reflexivity emerges through the interac-

tion of agents’ discursive and practical consciousness (Gid-

dens, 1984: 33). Giddens uses the term consciousness (rather

than epistemic forms) to reflect the agent’s actions behind its

application. The discursive consciousness denotes the capac-

ity of agents to rationalize their knowledge that they verbally

express, whereas the practical consciousness denotes the

knowledge they use implicitly to orient themselves to

situations and to interpret the acts of others, which is hardly

noticed. The unconscious mind comes to the fore particularly

in times of distress and dislocation. Though organizational

institutionalism offered insights on the dualism of structure3-

agency, they have remained aligned towards the agency

(Hitlin and Elder, 2007). Organizational institutionalism

focuses on endogenous action, ignoring the exogenous

process of institutional change and remains silent on the

factors that transmute an individual to an agent. Finally, they

do not inform how structure (rules and resources) builds

capacity of agent and their negotiation process.

While the rational choice and historical institutionalism,

and organizational institutionalism argue over designing or
3 ‘Structure’ here refers to rules (that includes statutory and
socially embedded rules) and resources (allocative and authorita-
tive) (Giddens, 1984: 23).
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crafting institutions, ecological institutionalism, largely from

the field of geographers and ecologists place emphasis on the

integrated and adaptive nature of water management.

Ecological institutionalism consider environment as a panar-

chy, which is ‘‘the hierarchical structure in which systems of

nature, and humans, as well as combined human-nature

systems and socio-ecological systems are interlinked in never-

ending adaptive cycles of growth accumulation, restructuring,

and renewal’’ (Holling, 2001: 392). This provides an overarch-

ing approach that complements the institutional designers

focus on structural constraining factors and institutional

crafters focus on agency. Drawing from ecological science,

Gunderson et al. (1995: 497–499) maintain that the ecological

changes represent an adaptive cycle that combines both the

perspective of the designing and crafting respectively. It has

the properties of growth (exploitation-r) and accumulation

(conservation-K) on the one hand, and novelty (release-V) and

renewal (reorganization-a) on the other. We can apply this

theoretical analysis to the socio-political process of water

management. For instance, path-dependent and rational

policies and programmes from diverse actors lead to exploi-

tation (r) in the name of development. Such exploitation has

given opportunity for agent’s logic of action for resource

conservation (K). This has in turn led to a search for novel

alternatives (V), such as community-based management

(please also refer to Ruchika Singh’s paper on participatory

irrigation management in this Special Issue). This reorganiza-

tion has led subsequently to diverse forms of adaptation

(sometimes positive and sometimes negative), which has

eventually been recognized by policy makers as a means of

reorganizing (or rethinking of community-based manage-

ment) existing policies and programmes (a) (please refer to

Crewett paper on motivation behind change agents in

Kyrgyzstan in this special issue). This complementary nature

of institutional designing and crafting perspective highlights

the adaptability and complexity of the socio-political process,

where agents interact over a certain period to define the water-

related problems and negotiate, by drawing on rules and

actors to interact with other agents so as to formulate new

packages for resource management. The integrated and

adaptive phenomenon operates in a number of arenas

creating ‘‘panarchy’’ (Holling, 2001: 391). Dorcey (1986) argues

that in each of the arenas in the panarchy there are actors and

rules integrating to take decisions related to policies, to

(re)make legislation and to administer natural resources in

tandem. These arenas are dynamic, open, and composed of

diverse actors and loosely coupled rules that interact in a non-

linear fashion and exhibit heterogeneity in both time and

space. With its roots in geography and ecology (Mitchell, 1975;

Dorcey, 1986; Mitchell, 1990; Gunderson et al., 1995; Gunder-

son and Holling, 2002), ecological institutionalism offers

insights into the dynamism and adaptability of institutional

change. Specifically, they unpack the actors, arenas, and level

of decision-making as an integrated sphere, which institu-

tional crafters recognize as institutional bricoleurs (see for

instance Cleaver, 2002).

The paper aims to contribute to these growing literatures

by understanding the role of agents and their negotiation of

power as linked with diverse institutions. In specific, it

examines the practical and discursive consciousness of agents
and their negotiations. Agents are bounded by their structure,

which is shaped by existing policies and social norms, which

form the logic of instrumentality. The agents act upon these

instrumentality, to verbally express the knowledge, a discur-

sive sphere, where conflicting values come together and

power is negotiated in the form of verbal knowledge. The logic

of concreteness revolves around the collaborative interaction

among the agents, where they contest and negotiate their

differential power relations to construct problems and

solutions in a situated and embedded context. The process-

oriented analysis of logic of instrumentality, appropriateness

and concreteness and its interaction is important for an

institutional analyst for improving the effectiveness of water

governance (Pahl-Wostl et al., 2013).

Growing literatures have provided useful but limited

insights on the role of agents and their negotiation process

in different arenas. In specific, they demand a heuristic

understanding the everyday practice of negotiating prescrip-

tive, discursive and practical forms of water management

from an institutional perspective. In earlier papers (Sarava-

nan, 2009, 2010a), the agents and their agency were examined

to understand how the agents draw on existing structures to

negotiate and renegotiate the unequal power relations to

manage water in two case study areas. The former highlighted

on the role of agents and their ability to remain adaptive

(Saravanan, 2009). The latter highlighted the differential

positioning and transformative capacity of agents (Saravanan,

2010a). The current paper brings together these two cases to

draw cumulative lessons across both cases, and in specific, it

focuses on the process-oriented analysis of the agency that is

crucial for improving the effectiveness of the global water

governance. This offers fruitful insights on the ability of agents

to transpose national and international issues to local specific

context of water management (please refer to Mukhtarov et al.

paper on Interactive institutional design and contextual

relevance: water users group in Turkey, Azerbaijan and

Uzbekistan for some insights on how water users associations

become misfit to context).

3. Agents and their arenas

Agents involved in natural resource management are not

appointed or easily identifiable; identifying them in a socio-

political context requires focusing on the core water-related

problem and actions adopted by diverse users to access and

manage water. Agents are individuals representing actors, who

stand out with their discursive powers (Long, 2001, p.18). This

discursive power enables local actors to transform into ‘social

actor’, signifying the social construction that closely relates to

Giddens (1984) agents having ‘transformative capacity’. The

social construction emerges in the form of coalition of

heterogeneous actor-network, and by constituting a unitary

whole (Long, 2001, pp. 56–57). It is the collective action of actors

who bring with them diverse rules that facilitate the agents and

their agency. Here actors are organizations and groups of

individuals. Broadly they are classified in this paper as statutory

(public and private) and socially embedded actors. Statutory

actors are constitutionally and legally established, openly

accepted and clearly structured arrangements enforced either
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or both public and private actors. Socially embedded actors are

formal, accepted widely among individuals and groups, but can

also be concealed, have unwritten codes of conduct and

enforced by caste, village councils, religion and other informal

groups. The rules from these actors are classified, broadly

following Ostrom (1998) as boundary rules (specifying who the

actors are), position rules (setting the position for actors to take),

scope rules (setting the outcomes for their decisions), aggrega-

tion rules (specifying the outcome), information rules (provid-

ing channels for communication), authority rules (setting the

actions assigned for actors), and pay-off rules (prescribing the

benefits and costs). Agents draw on these actors and their rules

to negotiate the prescriptive policies through discursive and

practical consciousness.

The agents in the case study villages were identified

following semi-structured with key informants and followed

by structured interviews with 112 households in the two

settlements (69 and 43) to understand the households’

perspective on the water problems and to identify who they

considered as agents to help facilitate their strategies in

managing water. The households identified different agents

depending on the actions they adopted to gain access to

access. These actions ranged from class-based, resistance,

negotiation, dissemination, passive and resignation (refer

Annexure 1). Each of these actions is facilitated by diverse

agents. However, for the research, the agents facilitating

negotiation-based action were identified as they aimed to

strengthen the existing institutional arrangements, attempted

to bring about change through consensus, and were relatively

easier for the researcher to identify. Using inductive approach,

the agents facilitating negotiation-based actions were inter-

viewed over a period of time between July and November 2004

using informal and open-ended questionnaires to understand

their emergence as agents, the diverse strategies to form and

stabilize up network to bring about change. Through snow-

ball techniques, other agents involved in the process were

identified and interviewed. These information were analysed

for identifying various rules and actors involved in the

facilitation of agents capability and negotiations over a six

month period. Though many studies have been conducted on

agents and their negotiations, they have remained focused on

policy makers (considered as agents) at macro scale (Saleth

and Dinar, 2004), or focused on ex-post evaluation of water

programmes (Huitema et al., 2011). Limited studies have

focused on the process-oriented analysis of the agents and

their everyday negotiations from an institutional perspective,

which makes the study conducted in 2004 still relevant.

The first case study is the Rampur4 revenue village

(Saravanan, 2009), located in the high hills of the Himalayas

(Kullu District, Himachal Pradesh). Due to commercialization

of agriculture and increasing contemporary programmes that

portray water-harvesting measures as a means to overcome

water scarcity in the village, people perceive lack of irrigation

as the only cause of their poverty. The village has witnessed

diverse policies in the past that were negotiated by various

actors and their socio-cultural settings to frame the water

scarcity (Saravanan, 2010b). To overcome the water scarcity,
4 Pseudonyms were given for the places and agents in order to
maintain confidentiality of the subjects.
about 47% of the households in 2003 approached Charan Singh

(hereafter Charan) the president of the community-based

watershed committee in the village. In order to address the

problem of water scarcity, Charan, the agent from the village

Rampur, proposed to influence the government bureaucrats,

Kumresh Kumar (hereafter Kumresh) and Anand Kumar

(hereafter Anand) with two ‘projects’: (i) to construct a

water-harvesting structure and (ii) at the same time he

networks with a market player, Narender Singh (hereafter

Narender) to get good returns for cash crops (vegetables and

turmeric) produced in this village.

The second case study (Saravanan, 2010a) is the Shiwaliks

in the foothills of the Himalayas, where the khul irrigation

system (a traditional diversion-based irrigation system that

diverts water from nearby streams and rivers to irrigate land)

is examined in the Pipalwala revenue village. Historically

managed by the ruler during pre-colonial period, the irrigation

system has come under increasing pressure from national and

international programmes on participatory management,

land reforms, commercialization of agricultural activities,

diversified income opportunities, and opportunities for animal

husbandry. Due to these pressures, the irrigation command

area has increased from 183 acres in 1880 to 306 acres in 20045

without any additional increase in water supply. However,

households depending on irrigating their fields perceive that

they do not receive enough water, due to inadequate

availability in the irrigation channel. To overcome the water

crisis, about 86% of the sampled household approached Param

Singh (hereafter Param), the President of the Bagh Khul

Irrigation society (BKIS). Given past experiences, Param

avoided social confrontation or efficient management of

water and instead he and his fellow leaders (the Vice-

President and the Treasurer) opted for technical solutions

(Letter to Sub-Divisional Officer, DoIPH dated 30 August 2004).

Param is seeking to pursue the installation of a lift irrigation

scheme to augment the water available to irrigate the khul

command, as this will strengthen cohesiveness among the

members. Snow-balling techniques identified two other

agents, Dayanand Chauhan (hereafter Dayanand) and Suresh

Kumar (hereafter Suresh) involved in the negotiation of the

project pursued by Param.

4. Strategies of agents: rationalizing the
prescriptive logic

The agents involved in managing water in both case studies

ranged from government officials and politicians to villagers

who collectively negotiate their diverse interests. These

agents interpret, exploit and negotiate the instrumental logic

of community-based water management in different contexts.

They share the common purpose of managing water

resources, but each had his own agenda in negotiating

decisions in diverse arenas depending on the actors and rules

that influences and they draw to build their capacity. In the

process each of them took different strategies to facilitate and
5 Given the hilly terrain, ground water was not a feasible option
for irrigating crops. There are few hand pumps primarily catering
the drinking water requirements for the village.
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constrain the ‘project’ as: (i) goal-oriented; (ii) opportunistic;

(iii) position-maintaining; (iv) reacting; and (v) supporting. The

section details the actors and rules facilitating the agents’

boundary and position that helps them to enter the decision

making arena. In the decision-making arena, the agents draw

on rules to acquire different information, which helps them to

set different outcomes (scope) and specify those outcomes

(aggregate) that are achievable from their end. The agents

implement these decisions by using their authority to get

different pay-offs for their role in the negotiation process

(Table 1).

4.1. Goal-oriented agents

The goal-oriented agents were mainly from the villages

(Param and Charan); they responded to the inefficient

management of water but remained purposeful in their

actions. The goal-oriented agents were Charan from Rampur

and Param from Pipalwala. Being a large landowner and an

educated member of an upper caste provided the boundary

variable for Charan’s entry as an agent into various positions

in the village: revenue collector, one of the panch,6 and

chairman of the watershed development committee. The

boundary (land ownership and belonging to upper caste)

variable is provided by the socially embedded actors, and the

position is jointly offered by the socially embedded and public

actors. The boundary and position variables provided him

with social networks with bureaucrats and other agents who

offered him information variable on government programmes

and market opportunities for the agricultural produce. This

information helped him to use his positions to aggregate his

decisions (by convincing) his fellow villagers to sign a letter

dated 3 August 2004 to obtain community-based water

harvesting projects for the village and seek markets for its

commercial products. Pursuing such a project helps Charan

earn payoffs that enhances his ability to increase market

opportunities for commercially valuable crops grown in the

village, and legitimize his role as chairman of the watershed

development committee. In 2005, his close connection with

the bureaucrats and interest in community-based initiatives

helped his educated daughter to get a job in the Department of

Forestry, government of Himachal Pradesh.

Param is retired from the Indian Army and the department

of agriculture, part of the Himachal Pradesh government that

enabled him to build social networks with government

officials and politicians. The combination of this knowledge

and network acted as a boundary variable to gain Param the

position of President of the Bagh Khul irrigation society, as

authorized by the department of irrigation and public health

(DoIPH). Param utilizes this position variable, by aggregating

his knowledge and network and his authority to install a lift

irrigation scheme in the village by accessing the Member of

Legislative Assembly (MLA) and the Sub-divisional Officer of

the DoIPH. The payoff variable remains in his ability to

demonstrate his status within the hamlet, which he expected

to benefit from when he stood for the local Panchayat election

in December 2005, though he ultimately lost.
6 ‘Panch’ meaning five member village council that makes village
level decisions in the village.
The goal-oriented agents were the leaders in the village and

it was their position and their information that facilitated their

agency. The rules were enabled by the socially embedded

caste and village communities and by public actors. Their

interest in bringing about change (by implementing water

management schemes) in their respective villages was very

clear, standing for future Panchayat election and smelling

monetary benefits, respectively. The interest in achieving this

payoff was supported by socially embedded rules and

legitimatized by public actors (namely the DoIPH). The

information rules built by them enabled them to utilize their

authority to take water-related decisions in the arena.

Interestingly, for Charan, the aggregation rule (his ability to

convince people to favour a community-based approach)

played an additional role in facilitating his decision, and made

him more successful in achieving his decisions. The goal-

oriented agents lacked appropriate scope rules, which would

have enabled them to assess different options available for

their decision. The absence of scope rules has led the agents to

go for a ‘fire-fighting’ approach to solve their water problems,

rather through informed choices available to take decisions.

4.2. Opportunistic agent

The political agent, the Dayanand, was an opportunistic agent

as he utilized the project pursued by Param for his own

benefits by manipulating the situation. Dayanand, a Member

of the Legislative Assembly of Himachal Pradesh, used

Param’s demand for a lift irrigation scheme in his hamlet to

sustain his own position. The ability of Dayanand to take such

a decision is influenced by a network of rules. Dayanand

gained position as the Member of the Legislative Assembly

(MLA) through the boundary variable that are socially

embedded (his links with the world of crime) and supported

by the Indian Constitution. Dayanand is a descendant of a

family having criminal records dating back over half a century.

His father was a well-known drug trafficker during the colonial

period, and though Dayanand does not personally have a

criminal record, his son was involved in a case of rape in 2001

and was never charged. He came to power due to the poor

performance of the Indian National Congress party and due to

the reservation of MLA positions exclusively for the Scheduled

Caste community. Being a Scheduled Caste member himself,

he aggregates the caste as a factor to gain support from the

Scheduled Caste population in the district. It was these rules

that enabled him to be opportunistic in taking up Param’s

request for lift irrigation in Pipalwala, as the village is

dominated by the Scheduled Caste population.

4.3. Position maintaining agents

Agents maintaining their position were those who were

expected to facilitate or constrain the project pursued by

village agents. They were agents from government depart-

ments (Suresh and Kumaresh). They were mainly motivated to

be involved in the arena in order to maintain their position and

justify the instrumental approach towards water manage-

ment. These agents used their position itself to facilitate their

decisions in the arena. However, their ability to support the

decisions was influenced by the aggregation rule.



Table 1 – Actors and rules facilitating agents’ strategies.

Goal-oriented Opportunistic Position-
maintaining

Reacting Supportive

Boundary

Rules

Knowledge and

leadership qualities

builds network with

government agencies

and provides positions

Local don, dominant

scheduled caste

population & failure of

Indian Congress party

Sub-divisional officer

(irrigation and DRDA)

& native resident

Himachal Pradesh

forest sector reform

project (HPFSRP)

Rajput and markets

agricultural produce

Actors

Statutory public &

socially embedded

Socially embedded &

statutory public

(external factors)

Statutory public &

socially embedded

Statutory public Socially embedded &

market

Position

Rules

Appointed as leaders of

community-based

organizations

Elected leader In-charge for irrigation

and rural development

Range forest officer Rajput and experience

Actors

Statutory public Statutory public Statutory public Statutory public Socially embedded

Information

Rules

Social networking for

existence of

development

programmes &

suitability of markets

Social networking Government

procedures &

availability of water

Community-

development project

Experience and social

network

Actors

Statutory public &

socially embedded

Statutory public Statutory public

(external factors)

Statutory public and

international

organizations (DfID)

Socially embedded &

(external factors)

Scope

Rules

Availability of funds, &

programmes

Guidelines and

availability of funds

Guidelines of HPFSRP

Actors

Statutory public Statutory public Statutory public

Authority

Rules

As a leader of the

community-based

group, access state

agencies

As an elected leader

seek state level

funding

Rejecting or accepting

the ‘project’

Authorizes

community-based

groups and its leaders

decision

Village leaders

Actors

Statutory public Statutory public Statutory public Statutory public Socially embedded

Aggregation

Rules

Accessing government

programmes &

markets

Cost, minority party in

state legislative

assembly

Inadequate availability

of water

Cooperative

community (through

letter) and praised by

officials

Support from village

community

Actors

Statutory public Statutory public

(market)

External Statutory public Socially embedded

Pay-off

Rules

Aspiration for future

leaders & benefits

Opportunities for vote-

bank

Safe-guarding their

positions

Show case

participatory approach

to forest management

Profit seeking

Actors
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7 The educated youths from the Yuva Mandal youth group claimed
that the female investigator fabricated the survey information by
sitting at home and consulting CS and other ‘Panch’ members.
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Kumaresh was the Project Officer with the district rural

development agency (DRDA) in which the Rampur village is

located. The boundary variable offered him a position to lead

the Integrated Wasteland Development Programmes under

the Ministry of Rural Development, Government of India (GoI,

2001) as a District Coordinator, under which community-

based watershed development programmes are implemented.

These boundary and position rules enabled him to support the

Charan project for constructing water harvesting structures in

the upper reaches of Rampur through community support. He

claimed that ‘‘the people of Rampur have done good work in

the past’’ under the ‘‘chairmanship of Charan’’. The scope

rules for his decision in approving Charan’s request for an

additional water harvesting structure was put into place by the

‘‘guidelines for approval of watershed plans’’, a modified

version of the Government of India’s watershed guidelines as

applied in the region (GoI, 2001). The guidelines requires that

Charan submit a request with signature from his fellow

members, to show the ‘ability of people to have leverage and

usefulness’ of the project, as Kumaresh claimed in the letter

from Charan dated 3 August 2004. Aggregating these advan-

tages, the Project Officer exercised his authority to ‘‘approve

community initiated schemes’’ under the watershed pro-

gramme. Supporting and facilitating community-led initia-

tives provided significant payoffs for Kumaresh, as one of the

top officials within the Department of Rural Development in

Shimla (the state capital of Himachal Pradesh) praised him as

being ‘one of the truly committed officers who also under-

stands the people’s needs’. In 2006, he was given a higher

position at the department’s head office.

The second government agent was Suresh a Sub-Divisional

Officer in charge of irrigation development in Nahan and a

resident of Sukethi village (a settlement downstream of the

Khairi-Ka-Kala watershed). It is these facts that set a boundary

for him to legitimize (as per the DoIPH and as a resident of

Sukethi) his inability to support the irrigation development

scheme proposed as a project by Param. If he had supported it, it

might have been included by the Superintendent Engineer of

Nahan in the following year’s planned allocation. The guide-

lines from DoIPH offer scope for sanctioning such a scheme.

Given his position as Sub-Divisional Officer, and water scarcity

in the River Markhanda, he used his authority to prolong

communicating his decision of rejecting the lift irrigation

scheme in Pipalwala on technical grounds. This helped in

sustaining his position and protecting riparian water users from

Sukethi, and the delay in communicating his decision helped to

avoid any conflicts that might arise from that decision.

4.4. Reacting agent

Reactive agent was from government bureaucracy. Already

endowed with boundary and position variables, the agent was

asked to react to the changing environment. In the process, he

depended on information rules provided by the social network

or from the organizations he represented. Anand Kumar

(hereafter Anand), the Division Forest Officer (DFO), Kanika

Division (under which the Rampur village comes under) in the

Himachal Pradesh Department of Forestry showed his support

for Charan’s demand for constructing a water harvesting

project to increase the cultivation of cash crops and facilitate
the rejuvenation of vegetation on the mountain slopes. He was

transferred to this division in 2003–2004. During this time, the

Department for International Development (DfID), an official

UK funding agency, introduced the Himachal Pradesh Forest

Sector Reforms Project (HPFSRP). This programme provided

Anand with the boundary variable to enter the decision

making arena with the position of protecting forests and

livelihoods through community participation. Anand claimed,

‘‘It is not an easy task to get accustomed to the region, and to

spearhead a large community-based project,’’ referring to the

second phase of the HPFSRP supported by DfID. He argued that

the HPFSRP is a multi-stakeholder project to address sustain-

able forest management and sustainable livelihood issues in

an integrated manner encompassing rural poverty, environ-

mental protection, and empowerment of village communities

(GoHP, 2004). At the village level, the programme was

implemented as an Integrated Development Programme

(DfID-IDP). ‘‘Implementing this community-based programme

is a struggle for us’’ claimed the Officer, ‘‘which is different

from the way we have worked in the past – we have to see that

communities are coherent groups and can successfully

implement the project’’. He maintained that base-line surveys

(using participatory methods and structured interviews) of the

Rampur watershed was done in September–October 2003, but

he was not confident of its accuracy, as claims and counter-

claims remained over the reliability of this survey and the

relevance of the collected information.7 However, a month

after his meeting with Kumaresh (the agent maintaining

position), Anand justified his selection of Rampur Revenue

Village as a ‘cooperative and cohesive watershed’, and praised

‘Charan as a respectable, educated and informative leader’ in

supporting and mobilizing community support. This informa-

tion from Kumaresh enabled Anand to aggregate his decisions

in ‘‘selecting Rampur Revenue Village for the HPFSRP’’ and

‘‘authorizing Charan as the chairman’’, which Anand claimed

would ‘‘showcase the participatory approach to integrate

forest management with livelihood needs’’, the precise aim

of the HPFSRP. The decision to implement the DfID-IDP

in Rampur Revenue Village under Charan’s chairmanship

provided him with the authority to initiate the DfID-IDP in the

watershed in 2004, and was likely to pay him off by revealing

his commitment to community-based forest management.

4.5. Supporting agent

The supporting agent, Narender, is a market player for the

Rampur village, who actively supports Charan’s project for

gaining access to agricultural market in nearby towns. He too is

a Rajput and he has family links with many of the Rajput

families in Rampur (including Charan’s own) and also owns a

few mini-trucks, which he uses to transport agricultural

produce to markets in the states of Haryana and Punjab. His

affiliation with the Rajput community and experience in selling

agricultural produce set the boundary variable for his entry into

decision-making arenas with a position as a middle-man to sell

agricultural produce. The information to seek access to
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different markets was provided by the social network of his

Rajput community affiliations. The scope for marketing was

offered by the assurance from Charan to sell their produce as

well as by the presence of good roads in the state of Himachal

Pradesh to access market centres in Punjab and Haryana. These

provided him with the authority to seek good market centres,

though the payoffs would depend ultimately upon the

aggregation of marketable cash crop produce supplied from

the village, as well as also taxes (including bribes) paid at various

interstate checkpoints. The payoff allowed him to earn a profit

of between 200 to 400 rupees per visit during 2004.8

5. Attributes governing negotiation:
discursive and practical consciousness of agents

Agents are individuals with project having transformative

capacity. They share a common purpose to manage water by

integrating diverse institutions. They activate their uncon-

scious motives to play a transformative role, but each with his/

her own agenda in negotiating decisions in diverse arenas. It is

the unconscious motive that lies beneath the stock of

knowledge, which helps them in framing the problem through

projects or are being co-opted in facilitating or constraining

the project. Of the different agents, it is the goal-oriented

agents who have a project and take a lead, while other agents

(opportunist, position-maintaining, reacting and supporting

agents) are co-opted in collectively facilitating the project.

Socially embedded and statutory public actors provide the

boundary and position rules for the goal-oriented agents to

develop the project. In an era of market-oriented agriculture in

Rampur village, and the importance of community-based

irrigation management, Charan and Param emerge as goal-

oriented agents. They believe that through additional irriga-

tion or water harvesting facilities will enable their villagers to

gain better access to water and would benefit the poor.

Unconsciously they were exploiting the climatic factor and

higher percentage of poor people in their village to justify the

project. The discursive consciousness of the project rarely

captures the practical consciousness of the agents–standing

for local leadership election and benefits they accrue in this

negotiation. This ability to remain responsive and dynamic

makes goal-oriented agents a significant player. However,

poor or lack of scope variable available makes their decision

weak for any sustainable solutions to the water problem.

The opportunistic agent activates his boundary and

position rules (family’s criminal record and his political

positions) to exploit the project for his discursive role – to

show as though he is supportive of the project. Though in his

practical conscious he realizes his weakness (weak relation

with the bureaucrats as he is from a minority party), but

showcasing his support enhances his political vote-bank. The

agents who are maintaining their positions, primarily attempt

at facilitating (or constraining) the projects proposed by the
8 When the researcher accompanied Narender on a trip (25th
August 2004), Narender made a loss of about 1650 Indian Rupees
from selling tomatoes in the Ambala market, but made a profit of
about 1760 Indian Rupees on 30 August 2004 when selling ginger in
Chandigarh.
goal-oriented agent. As responsible government officials, they

use the government instruments (guidelines) to pursue their

discursive involvement, but with a practical consciousness of

earning admiration from superiors as ‘truly committed

officers’ that boost their promotions. The reacting and

supporting agents support the project from goal-oriented

agents. Being closely associated facilitates their discursive

consciousness thereby increases the quorum to support the

project. They do not offer significant opposition, rather benefit

by reacting and supporting agents’ project.

Largely the boundary and position rules provided the stock

of knowledge (or unconscious motives) for agents to enter the

arena. These rules are historically rooted and rationally

enacted by the agents. For the goal-oriented agents, these

were provided by the socially embedded actors and legiti-

mized by the statutory public actors. However, for opportu-

nistic, position-maintaining, and reacting agents, the

boundary and positions were offered by the statutory public

actors. The socially embedded actors provided the boundary

and position rules for the supporting agent. With this stock of

knowledge, the agents actively negotiated in the arenas their

discursive and practical conscious. The discursive conscious

was provided by the information and aggregation rules for the

agents. These rules came through social network for the goal-

oriented, opportunistic and supporting agents, while for the

position-maintaining and reacting agents these were primar-

ily guidelines or government directives that provided discur-

sive consciousness. The aggregation, authority and pay-off

rules supported the agents’ practical consciousness.

The interaction of the prescriptive, discursive and practical

consciousness takes place in diverse decision-making arenas.

The arenas in which these agents negotiate represent discrete

social systems of interaction (Giddens, 1984). The negotiations

are not a one-way or linear process; rather it is a sort of ebb-

and-flow negotiations, with agents trying to manoeuvre the

projects depending on the discursive and practical conscious-

ness of the agents. In these ebb-flow negotiations, the projects’

designs are crafted according to the discursive consciousness

of the agents (namely the opportunistic and position-main-

taining agents). Such negotiations do not necessarily take

place in a space-based entity, but depended on a time. Some of

these arenas were negotiations conducted in meeting rooms,

by telephone, at the market, or simply by remaining passive

(non-responsive) to other agents’ requests. These diverse

arenas were accessed, activated, or created depending on a

strategic context. The strategic context was triggered by a

problem (in the two case studies, the lack of irrigation in

Rampur hamlet and inadequate irrigation in Pipalwala village)

that a wide range of actors attempted to overcome by having a

shared vision and understanding to make well-informed

strategic choices that shaped their future, and more impor-

tantly, their ability to administer and enforce these decisions

to establish institutional change (Alexander, 2001).

6. Conclusion: conscious designing and
enabling crafting

The paper demonstrates a process-oriented analysis of the

agents and their negotiations over a period of time in managing
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water. The agents bring with them the historic specificity and

their rationality to enter the decision-making arena, and use

their logic of appropriateness to display their power to bring

about institutional change. In this process, designing or crafting

institutions are not polarized rather represents an ebb-and-flow

negotiation process to manage water. This complementary

perspective helps to understand the missing link between the

prescriptive policy development, its discursive and practical

implementation. Heuristically applying the prescriptive, dis-

cursive and practical epistemic forms in the everyday practice

of water management by agents contributes towards three

significant areas in water management. First, it identifies the

significant role of institutions, as a cross-cutting factor in

influencing the types of the agents and also their negotiations

across arenas. Second, it reveals the ability of agents to integrate

multilayered institutions to negotiate the socio-political pro-

cess of water management. Third, it reveals the forms of power

which are displayed by the agents that are relationally

constructed with other agents in the arenas. These three

elements help us to grasp opportunities for comprehensive

interventions to facilitate desired change.

Agents interpret and translate policies and programmes to

conduct negotiations. Though all actors have the ability, it is

only those actors who develop projects or facilitate and

constrain these projects, emerge as agents. The goal-oriented

agents were mainly village leaders. The socially embedded

(caste and village communities) and statutory public actors

(namely the district level agencies) provide them with

boundary and position rules. However, it is the information

and aggregation rules (offered by the same actors) that helped

the goal-oriented agents to develop the projects. Through their

networks with the statutory public actors, they assess these

information, before using their authority (as leader of

community-based organization) to take decisions that offers

them pay-offs. Absence of scope rules constrains the agents to

take an informed decision, which will set-out different

outcomes for the goal-oriented agents to choose, rather

concluding to a certain decision (following the aggregation

rules). The goal-oriented agents were actively facilitated and

constrained by agents maintaining positions, agents who were

reactive, supportive, and opportunistic, depending on their

particular interests in the project. Agents maintaining their

positions were mainly from government departments and

were primarily attempting to facilitate and constrain the

project objectively, based on the prevailing rules and regula-

tions. Opportunistic agents were primarily exploiting the

project for self-interest, but did not play any constructive role

in the arena. In this case, the agent was a politician. These

agents entered the arena given their boundary and position

rules and using the aggregation rules exploit the arena’s

decision-making processes. Reactive and supportive agents

primarily enter the arena facilitate the project due to their

close connections with the goal-oriented agents. Collectively

these agents reveal their ability to be adaptive and dynamic in

bringing about institutional change in water management. A

continued analysis of this negotiation process might even

reveal the dynamic shifting of agents’ position in the arena.

The ‘projects’ pursued or supported by agents do not

represent a summation of self-interest, as demonstrated by

Archer (2000), nor are they perceived as ‘elite capture’ or a
derailing of democratization (Ribot, 2004). Rather, as Giddens

(1984) argues, it is the interdependence of practical conscious-

ness (self-interest that is implicit behind words and action)

with discursive consciousness (collective interest of the

community often explicit in words/actions) that facilitate

their agency. For instance, Charan pursued the twin ‘projects’

to exploit the issues of water scarcity, the high percentage of

Scheduled Caste population and opportunities to market the

cash crops. It was this ability to react to the crisis by exploiting

the national and international concerns in order to maintain

his social and economic status in that village that made him a

goal-oriented agent. Similar is the ability of other agents. For

instance, Narender uses his expertise to seek appropriate

market centres and manoeuvre around existing taxes and

corrupt police officials so as to seek better returns for the

households of Rampur. It is this supportive role that Narender

actively undertakes that makes him an agent. The ability of

agents to pursue dual (practical and discursive) goals by

transposing multilayered (regional, national, and internation-

al) institutions towards a desired change makes them

‘‘cunning’’ players (Randeria, 2003). Here institutions are

produced and reproduced by bestowing differential power

for agents who actively (re)negotiate the institutions through

their agency in everyday practice of water management.

Agents involved in the negotiations reveal their different

power relations in the arena. Their power is not associated with

properties that the individual possess, but gained incrementally

and cumulatively through various actors and rules at various

points in time. The main resource that agents draw on to gain

power is through knowledge and social networks from socially

embedded and statutory public actors. This power gained is

displayed through the active interplay of practical and discur-

sive consciousness: the agents’ reflexivity (Giddens, 1984;

Mukhtarov and Gerlak, 2013). It is only when agents draw on

different rules and resources in negotiating the project in the

arena, that their power is revealed, displayed, and upheld.

Applying ecological institutionalism as an overarching

framework to complement designing and crafting of institu-

tions highlights the importance of comprehensive interven-

tions to manage water resources, in contrast to contemporary

highly simplistic, standardized linear policy and single package

reform. A comprehensive intervention calls for government

organizations to layout principles (through policies and

programmes) to facilitate integrative and dynamic policy

processes. Such policies will offer opportunities for negotiation

of agents and tailoring its implementation to local context. To

facilitate its effective implementation the micro level institu-

tions (such as villages and local governance units) would require

strengthening through adequate infrastructure development

for information exchange, targeted poverty alleviation pro-

grammes, and developing forums for people to debate and

share available information to enhance informed decisions for

sustainable water resources management. This will allow goal-

oriented agents to reveal the inadequacy in the existing

institutional arrangements, with other agents to negotiate this

inadequacy. In essence, the paper calls for a combination of

conscious designing of rules and to facilitate agents to craft

rules of utmost importance given the local sensitivity. Con-

scious designing of rules is required to be adaptive to resource

crises and more importantly, to target deprived households to
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build their capabilities. This will take informed positions on the

discursive forms of water management by modifying historic

socio-cultural determinants that provide boundary and posi-

tion rules to agents. Enabling other agents to design rules will

facilitate the practical epistemic forms (that are influenced by

aggregation, information and scope rules) to contextualize

national and international concerns to local realities.
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Annexure 1. Different actions adopted by
households to manage water

Class-based: Those whose actions are characterized by

unequal roles for unequal members, with an overriding

concern for control. More important is that they use the

existing organizational structures to implement their control.

Resistance based: Actors who are pragmatic in evolving

action based on individual rationality. They believe that his/

her action will certainly make a change in the way water is

managed. As one of the farmers commented, ‘‘it is only by this

action (stealing water) I can get water to my field’’. Such

actions give rise to a libertarian form of governance, resting on

neo-liberal policies, where actors are free to bargain.

Negotiation-based: Actors combine individual rationality

with consensus seeking communicative behaviour. They

believe in negotiating their action using the hierarchy of the

management structures. In a way this strengthens the existing

institutional arrangements.

Dissemination-based: Actors communicate only to inform

others of their concern, but do not have any solutions to their

concerns. They are similar to environmental activist, who

raise their voices, but do not have any pragmatic solutions.

Passive: Actors who do not have freedom to organize their

own and suffer at the hands of the class-based actors. They

tend to cope with everyday living as best as fate allows.

Resignation: These actors have power to exercise but

withdraw from making any action. They are assuming ‘fate’

is the only decider for their life. Statements such as ‘‘what can

we do in a world where might is right’’ in relation to the

management of water is common among these actors.
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